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The Fellowsip of Postgrduate Medicine was
founded by a group of London consultants after the
First World War to assist postgraduates, particularly
those coming to London from the Commonwealth,
to pursue their studies. The Fellowship first published
the Postgraduate Medical Journal to give informa-
tion about lectures, conferences and courses and to
provide a monthly review of all branches ofmedicine.

Postgraduate Medical Joural publishes original
papers on, subjects of current clinical importance
and welcomes review articles with extensive, up-to-
date bibliographies as guides to further reading.
Several symposia are published every year, each
devoted to a single subject and written, by invitation,
by specialists in different disciplines. Most issues
include authoritative Current Surveys of clinical
problems, as well as well documented Reports of
cases of particular interest, Correspondence and
Book Reviews.
A 'Notice to Contributors' is published on the

inside back cover of this issue. The Editor reserves
the right to make changes which may clarify or
condense papers where this is considered desirable.

@) The contents of this Journal are copyright and,
subject to the provisions of Section 7 of the Copy-
right Act, 1956, they may not be copied, adapted or
reproduced without permission. Requests for per-
mission to reproduce material elsewhere, either in
whole or in part, should be addressed to The Editor,
Postgraduate Medical Journal, Chandos House,
2 Queen Anne Street, London WIM 9LE. This
Journal is covered by Current Contents and Bio-
logical Abstracts.
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Books received

Urology. By ROGER W. BARNES, R. THEODORE BERGMAN,
HENRY L. HADLEY and EDWARD C. JACOBS. Medical Out-
line Series. Second edition, pp. 535, illustrated, medium
cardboard cover. The Medical Examination Publishing
Co., Inc., 1974. £5.00.

Current Concepts in Breast Cancer and Tumor Immunology.
Proceedings of the San Francisco Cancer Symposium of
1973. Ed. by J. R. CASTRO, T. S. MEYLER and D. G. BAKER.

Copyright 1974-Mount Zion Hospital and Medical
Center. Pp. 271, illustrated, medium cardboard cover.
The Medical Examination Publishing Co., Inc., 1974. £7.50.

Perinatal Research (Special edition of British Medical
Bulletin, 31). Ed. by P. W. Nathanielsz. Pp. 98, soft cover.
Medical Department of The British Council, 1975. U.K.
£3.00, other countries £3.50.

Book reviews

A Colour Atlas of Infectious Diseases
By R. T. D. EMOND. Pp. 384, illustrated. London: Wolfe
Publishing Ltd, 1974. £6.00.

Modern medicine is multidisciplinary, a fact well illustrated
by consideration of infectious diseases. In particular, the
physician and the medical microbiologist are brought into
close liaison, in association with other specialists, for the
accurate diagnosis and differentiation of these diseases. Thus,
all allied specialists, as well as students and general practi-
tioners will welcome this Atlas produced by Dr Emond.
There are 456 beautifully reproduced illustrations, care-

fully arranged so that the expanded captions are opposite the
specific photograph. The captions are succinct, explaining
the relevance of the illustration to the disease condition. The
book does not claim to be, nor set out to be, exhaustive.
Most of the common conditions one encounters are dis-
cussed, and a number of the rarer important diseases, such
as anthrax and smallpox. Particular emphasis is placed on the
differential diagnosis, probably best illustrated by the rele-
vant section on Variola, Varicella, and Herpes simplex.
Above all, the book goes to some lengths to relate the disease
condition to the microbiology, radiology, histology and
other specialities, giving a sense of completeness seldom
achieved in this type of book. An unfortunate result of the
format is to produce dogmatism in some of the captions. The

factual accuracy is high, one notable exception being the
definition of the meningococcus as non-capsulate. Some of
the diseases have a disproportionate number of illustrations,
but in the main this serves to reinforce previous statements.

In summary, this book is essential reading for all who are
concerned in the management of infectious diseases.

Progress in Biochemical Pharmacology. Vol. 9. Drugs and
the Kidney
Ed. by K. DAVID G. EDWARDS. Pp. xi + 274, illustrated,
hard cover. Basel: S. Karger, 1974. £16.00, SFr. 1 10, U.S.
$40.25, DM 105.

The title of this book is misleading. It consists of a series of
nineteen papers based on 'talks', given at a kidney conference
in Sydney, Australia, in November 1972, abstracts of which
have already been published. Some are review papers but at
least eleven report pieces of research, one of which tells the
tale of the clinical management of the grand total of four
patients with severe hypertension. Two others deal with
practical problems of dialysis for renal failure and leave one
wondering where the biochemical pharmacology comes in,
let alone the progress. At least three other papers have
precious little relationship to drugs.

In view of the lack of theme, a rather thin content and
considerable price, this book cannot be recommended.



Postgraduate Medical Journal: Notice to Contributors

Typescripts (two complete copies) should be sent to
the Editor, Dr I. Gilliland, Postgraduate Medical
Journal, Chandos House, 2 Queen Anne Street,
London WIM 9LE. Papers should be typewritten
on one side of the paper only, with a 1 inch
margin, and the lines should be double-spaced. In
addition to the title of the paper there should
be a 'running title' (for page headings) of not
more than 45 letters (including spaces). The
paper should bear the name of the author(s) with
their degrees and descriptions and of the laboratory
or research institute where the work has been carried
out. The full postal address of the principal author
should be given as a footnote. (The proofs will be
sent to this author and address unless otherwise
indicated.)

Arrangement. Papers should normallybe divided into:
(a) Sum , brief, self-contained and embodying the
main conclusions; (b) Introduction; (c) Materials and
methods; (d) Results, as concise as possible (both
tables and figures illustrating the same data will rarely
be permitted); (e) Discussion and conclusion; (f)
Acknowledgments; (g) References.

References. Only papers closely related to the
author's work should be included, exhaustive lists
should be avoided. References should be made by
giving the author's suname, with the year of publi-
cation in parentheses. When reference is made to a
work by three authors all names should be given
when cited for the first time, and thereafter only the
first name, adding et al., e.g. Smith et al. (1958).
The 'et al.' form should always be used for works by
four or more authors. If several papers by the same
author and from the same year are cited, a, b, c, etc.,
should be put after the year of publication, e.g.
Smith et al. (1958a). All references should be brought
together at the end of the paper in alphabetical order.
References to articles and papers should mention
(a) name(s) of the author(s); (b) year of publication
in parentheses; (c)* title of paper; (d) title of Journal
in full, underlined; (e) volume number; number of
first page of article. References to books and mono-
graphs should include (a) name(s) and initials of
author(s) or editor(s); year of publication in paren-
theses; (b) title, underlined; (c) edition; (d) page re-
ferred to; (e) publisher; (f) place.

Standard usage. The Concise Oxford English Diction-
ary is used as a reference for all spelling and hyphen-
ation. Verbs which contain the suffix ize (ise) and
their derivatives should be spelt with the z. Statistics
and measurements should always be given in figures,
i.e. 10 min, 20 hr, 5 ml, except where the number
begins the sentence. When the number does not
* Titles of papers should be cited in their original form.

refer to a unit of measurement, it is spelt out except
where the number is greater than one hundred.
Abbreviations. Abbreviations for some of the
commoner units are given below. The abbreviation
for the plural of a unit Is the same as that for the
singular unless confusion is likely to arise.

gram(s) g second(s) sec
kilogram(s) kg cubic millimetre(s) mm"
milligram(s) millimetre(s) mm

(104 g) mg centimetre(s) cm
microgram(s) millicurie(s) mCi

(104 g) g-g millilitre(s) ml
nanogram(s) pound(s) lb

(10- g) ng milliequivalent mEq
picogram(s)

(10-12 g)
hour(s)

Pg
hr

RF values Rp

minute(s) min gravitational acceleration g
micron(s) >I percent %

Example: mg/100 ml, for biochemical values; mEq/1
Figures. In the text these should be given Arabic
numbers, e.g. Fig. 3. They should be marked on the
backs with the name(s) of the author(s) and the title
of the paper. Where there is any possible doubt as to
the orientation of a figure the top should be marked
with an arrow. Each figure must bear a reference
corresponding to a similar number in the text.
Photographs and photomicrographs should be un-
mounted glossy prints and should not be retouched.
Line diagrams should be on separate sheets; they
should be drawn with black Indian ink on white
paper and should be about four times the area of the
final reproduction. Lines and lettering should be of
sufficient thickness and size to stand reduction to
one-half or one-third. Letters and numbers must be
written lightly in pencil. Whenever possible, the
originals of line diagrams, prepared as described
above, should be submitted and not photographs.
The legends of all the figures sliould be typed to-
gether on a single sheet of paper headed 'Legends
to Figures'.

Tables. There should be as few tables as possible and
these should include only essential data; the data
should not be crowded together. The main heading
should be in capitals with an Arabic number, e.g.
TABLE 2. Each table must have a caption in small
letters. Vertical lines should not be used.
Page proofs will be submitted to the contributors for
minor corrections and should be returned to the
Editor within 3 days. Major alterations to the text
camot be accepted.

Offprlnts These may be purchased if ordered on the
form which will be sent to the senior author with the
proofs.


